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The Economics Society of Kirori Mal College is dedicated to explore economics beyond the
realms of classroom learning. To mark the beginning of the academic session 2019-20, Ecosoc
KMC organised an interactive talk on 26th July, 2019 with Prof. SudiptaSarangi, Department
Head of Economics at Virginia Tech University and also an alumni of our college.He spoke on
the topic “Are more choices better and other tales about decision making”.
On 2nd September, 2019 the newly admitted students were whole heartedly welcomed into
KMC Ecosoc.
With the constant efforts put in by the core members and enthusiastic work by the newly admits,
Ecosoc hosted its bi-annual event christened as "EcoLixir '19- A taste of economics" on 22nd
October, 2019.The remarkable day started with BHAVARTH, the Hindi Debate Competition
that saw diverse lines of argumentation from teams on the topic 'Globalisation has hampered the
Indian integrity.’The second half of our exhilarating event witnessed the grilling quiz session
PRASHANOTTRI-The Economic and Business Quiz organised in collaboration with the KMC
Quiz Club, involved participation of 20 teams.
The highlight of our intriguing event EcoLixir'19 was the speaker session by the renowned
economist, Professor Jayati Ghosh from JNU. She spoke on the topic “Recent economic
slowdown of India”. It was an engaging and thought provoking session, with the audience asking
a lot of questions after her talk. In a nut shell, EcoLixir'19 unfolded itself with a bang!
On 8 November, 2019, the second edition of the official OnePlus Community Meet Up was
also conducted in association with "The Economics Society, Kirori Mal College".The meet up
was a perfect place for the fans and tech-savvy people where OnePlus inspired people with their
success story.“Genius is 1% Talent and 99% hardwork" is a motto Civil Services aspirants live
by.Ecosoc KMC, in collaboration with KSG institute conducted a seminar on 8th
November,2019 for all the UPSC aspirants and gave them guidance and assistance so that all the
aspirants put their best foot forward while preparing for the same.
Finally, the most awaited time of the year had come. It was time for the flagship academic
fest, PARETO TIME ’20 – the annual festivalof The Economics Society, Kirori Mal College.It
was organised on 27th and 28th January,2020.It witnessed a fabulous start with the speaker
session by Prof. C.P Chandrshekhar, JNU who spoke to us on the topic 'The roots of
stagflation in the Indian economy and India's economic future”. This was followed by academic
paper presentation by students.We also had plethora of exciting events lined up for day 1.One
of them was IPL Auction which was a mock IPL Auction. The other event of the day,
INQUIZZITIVE kept busy the budding quizzing enthusiasts in a fiery quiz competition. The
second day began with a Speaker session by Mr. Anil Bisen, who is a retire bureaucrat and an
alumni of the college.Our next event STOCKOLOGY garnered an excellent footfall. The next



event for the day was the Debate competition. The final event for the day was NEGOTIATING
BUREAUCRATS, where the participants were expected to provide solution to economic
challenges of many countries. During the fest the annual magazine of the society OIKOS was
also released.
On 5 February 2020, a seminar in the field of experimental economics was conducted by our
alumni Dr.Ritesh Jain, Research Fellow at The Institute of Economics, Academia Sinica, Taipei,
Taiwan on the topic “A Systematic Test of the Independence Axiom:Around
Certainty". Lastly, an interactive session was conducted by Dr. HimaniBaxi ofAhmedabad
University on 10th February, 2020 on the topic “Five Trillion Dollar Economy and India’s
Economic Slowdown”
This year, the Economics Society, Kirori Mal College has created new benchmarks, reached new
highs and will continue to strive harder for its future endeavours!.
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